Fulbright Distinguished Chair in International Relations at University of Sao Paulo (USP)

Award Autogenerated Code
10182-BR

Region
Western Hemisphere

Country
Brazil

Number of Grants
1

Stipend
A fixed sum of US$30,000 for one academic semester (4 months).

Dependent Tuition Allowance
All benefits are for the grantee only; there are no additional benefits for dependents.

Candidate Profile
Distinguished Chair

Activity
Research
Teaching/Research

Application Deadline
Tuesday, September 15, 2020

Grant Activity
The Institute for International Relations at Universidade de Sao Paulo (USP) has elected the theme The Political Economy of International Trade: Challenges and New Developments aiming at attracting scholars whose research centers on the political economy of international trade. The candidate is expected to present and develop an original research project, and to seek to engage with faculty and graduate students at the Institute as well as with other departments at USP whose research align with that of the candidate.

Topics of interest:
- The “new” role of international trade in domestic politics
- International trade and social inequality
- The World Trade Organization: Lessons learned
- International trade and the International Liberal Order
- International trade and corruption: The missing link

Grant Length
Four months

Grant Dates
Grants must begin in either July 2021 or March 2022. For Flex grants, please see Flex Option section.

Locations
University of Sao Paulo (USP), main campus located in São Paulo.

Flex Option
Yes

Flex Description
Flex grants, which allow the grant to be split into two two-month in-country visits between July 1, 2021 and September 30, 2022, will be considered. There must be a period of no less than two months between the two in-country stays.

Discipline Type
Only applications in the following disciplines will be considered

Disciplines
Economics
Law
Political Science
Sociology

Degree Requirements
Ph.D. (or other terminal degree) required

Additional Qualification Information
Candidates are expected to apply no earlier than ten years after having obtained their Ph.D. degree. Because IRI currently aims at establishing itself within the area of U.S. Studies, preference will be given to candidates with ample knowledge of U.S. economics, history, law, politics, and society, as well as international relations.

Invitation Requirement
A letter of invitation should not be sought

Helpful Links
Fulbright Brazil [1]
Institute of International Relations at USP [2]

Multi-Country/Area Award
No

Grant Length Filter
Flex
Three to five months

Invitation Requirement Additional Information
Please direct any questions to Cristiane Lucena Carneiro at cristiane.lucena@usp.br [3], Associate Professor and Coordinator, of the Fulbright Chair in International Relations at USP.

Please copy the Fulbright Commission [4] on all messages exchanged with UFMG.

Award Code
11397-BR

AddThis

Award Year
2021-2022 Awards [5]

Special Award Benefits
During their grant period, Fulbright U.S. Scholars in the Western Hemisphere (WHA) region may apply for a short-term regional travel grant for activities such as workshops, seminars, presentations, lectures, performances, exhibits, curricular advising, and similar projects, at institutions in eligible WHA countries (Argentina, Bahamas, Barbados and Eastern Caribbean, Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, México, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Suriname, Trinidad & Tobago, Uruguay). The Regional Travel Program covers travel to and from the destination; lodging may be offered by the hosting institution. Scholars may only apply for this grant once in country on their Fulbright grant. Scholars who apply for the Flex award are ineligible for the Regional Travel Program. Additional information can be found at the Regional Travel Program website [6].

Language Proficiency Requirements
None, English is sufficient. However, feasibility of conducting the project must be demonstrated in the project statement.
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